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FEDERAL COURT OF APPEALS HOLDS THAT WINERY EMPLOYEE’S  
“CELLAR LIVES MATTER” VEST WAS PROTECTED UNION ACTIVITY 

 
On May 30, 2021, the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals enforced a decision by the National Labor 

Relations Board (“NLRB”) holding that an employee’s decision to wear apparel with a slogan inspired by the 
Black Lives Matter movement was protected activity under the National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA”). The 
employer, a winery, had sought review of the appropriateness of a bargaining unit of employees who worked in 
its outside cellar department after they successfully voted to be represented by a union. The employees were 
frustrated by the employer’s attempt to delay their voted-for representation, and one employee wrote “Cellar 
Lives Matter” on  his vest, based on the news coverage of the Black Lives Matter movement that was prevalent 
at that time. A general manager directed the employee to stop wearing this vest and told the employee that he 
could not write any other pro-union messages on his vest.   

 
The NLRB found that the employer violated the employee’s rights by preventing him from engaging in 

pro-union speech in the workplace. The Court of Appeals agreed and enforced the Board’s order. The court first 
noted the “common recognition” that the NLRA protects employees’ right to wear pro-union messages on their 
clothing, and that any action by an employer to curtail that right is “presumptively invalid.” The court rejected 
the employer’s argument that the “Cellar Lives Matter” message was racially insensitive or that it disparaged a 
civil rights group. Instead, the court concluded, this message was intended to grab the attention of management, 
and it was “an appeal for respect and recognition” for the workers, not an appeal to ethnic prejudice.  
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